July 20, 2012

Dear Members, Volunteers, Friends of AHDH and Haiti:
On behalf of the Executive Committee of AHDH, Inc, allow me to share with you this report on our
extraordinarily blessed Summer 2012 Medical & Educational Mission, our 54th since 1986, which took
place from June 22, 2012, thru July 8, 2012.
It was simply the largest ever mission - 48 visiting volunteers/members from the US and Canada joined
by 15 local colleagues – an extraordinary reflection of that much needed and, thanks God, expanding
solidarity between the Haitian diaspora and our US and Canadian friends, and our colleagues practicing in
Haiti - Real people doing almost sur-real works in HIS field.
We will take this opportuuty to thank all of you again for your extraordinary accomplishments.
We know you had to sacrifice a lot to be with us –vacation, family obligations, financial ressources, you
name it.
We would like to thank also those we have not had a chance to meet yet but who were inspired by your
enthusiasm and made some generous donations for the success of the mission.
Lastly - over her humility - we will pay a special homage to our Coordinatrice, Nicole, who, once more,
did just an extraordinary job. I won’t say more.

Charles, left, Nicole, center and Jean-Baptiste, right (see more below)

Dear Members, Volunteers, Friends,
If you have had a chance to go over our Winter 2012 mission report (still available on our website, click on
“mission”, above), you are very much up to date with the progres of our project in Haiti, specifically in the
mountains region of La Vallee de Jacmel, and Riviere Froide, on the southwest hills of Port-Au-Prince.
Today save you a long narrative, I am going to try to help you catch the diversity of the contributions
brought on by such a large group - we mean a total of 63 volunteers (32 “Vets”, 31 “Rookies”) - with each
one in his/her particular way so dedicated to just serve humanity.
I am going to take a few of the hundreds of pictures taken by our beloved Jeane LaRance, our official
blessed reporter/photographer for almost the past decade , and help you understand their meanings, their
symbolism, as there is so much humanism behing each and every one of them.
First of, let us put our hats way down to all the 63 volunteers, most of whom you can see in this photo (a
significant number of the local colleagues had already left by Friday/Saturday, the photo was shot on Sunday , July

1, in Jacmel), when both departing Team-1 and just arrived Team-2 congregated to share, expand their

friendship circle.

Now, some short story-laden photos:
1- Lissa et Lucille, or What do you tell your physician when she found out you are going home, on
a mission, and she wants to follow you?
Lissa (left, blue top) after years of hearing about AHDH (Thanks to the Belizaires), decided to join.She went
to her Family Physician, Lucille, for routine shots, who inquired about the trip: Haiti! No compromise,
she has to come: Despite a roster of already more than 40 volunteers, we had to say yes.
Together, they had so much love to share around - those little sicky kids; the high school infrastructure the doc working under the “supervision” of her patient (even in church, right photo). Just inspiring!

2- Renee et Teasa or When AHDH brings old friends together to work in His fields.
Renee (MD) has caressed the idea of joining AHDH for maybe a decade now, when we first met in
New Orleans. When she decided to join, her friend Teasa, now living in VA, found out and is all
ready –her creole bibles are already packed. And boom! Diner fundraisers in N.O.(thanks again great
cook Renee: I thought I already had the best New Orleans food) ; fundraisers in VA.

Best place for old friends to meet: In His field doing good for our brethren

Renee, left, examining patient; right:Relaxing and making new friends-Amelia (RN) red top and Errold(ophtalmo)

When Teasa is not busy distributing creole biblesand small gifts (left), she claims the autoclave.

3- Where is the best place to meet a classmate (J-B) 40 years after med school ?
Around an OR table at Hopital St Joseph! We hope others will be inspired to join also, like our heroine
(MM), practicing in Plateau Central, for quite a few years joining us often: helping a sister get rid of…

..her 10 lbs uterine tumor (above); or an expatriate working in Dom. Rep. whose surgery would cost him

so much. Welcome back home, brother: Main an pile chaille pa lou (with many hands, the burden is lighter)

Above: Patient from D.R. Right: from left: Marie May(surgeon), CR, patient from D.R. and Jean-Baptiste (surgeon)

4-What happened when 5 (Haitian) ophtalomologists, living and praticing in very different parts
of the world (N.Y, Jacmel, San Francisco and Cap Haitien) get together at H.St.Joseph? Ils donnent la vue
et la vie (they give back sight and a new life)

Inter-haitian solidarity and civism at its best! Thanks again, team leaders Anika and Reynold!

Drs. Guerline Roney, left, R. Monsanto, center, John and Dupuy, right and….

Above, left and center, Errold and leader Anika; Right: 2 concurrent cases:Reynold, Errold,untiring Amelia (RN,Texas)

5-Marc and LuzDelia: How do you spell bio-med relief? Children Hospital of Philadelphia!

After so many years without a visit by a bio-med technician, Hopital St Joseph was blessed this time by a
great team, Marc and LuzDelia. They had a lot of catch up. We deeply appreciate CHP’s extraordinary
support and specifically the strong personal financial support from Robert, the director.

Above: Marc,Team-1, reviewing the whole system; Below; LuzDelia,Team-2, completing the job and teaching John

6- Suzan and Elizabeth: When one’s great heart helps repair a smaller congenitally broken
one or AHDH’s first cardiac surgery patient in New Orleans
Exactly a year ago, little Elizabeth was brought to our attention at Hopital St Joseph for her heart
condition (VSD), and Thanks God, Suzan was with us, on her first mission (not her last: see photo
below, left). She thought of a solution in New Orleans.(see our previous report on the web). Hearts linked
for life. Thanks again Suzan, HeartGift and Children Hospital of New Orleans.
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Happy Elizabeth with heart defect now corrected, being checked by Andre (Int. Med. N.Y.), above right.

7- When 2 good friends decide to give AHDH’s mission a try for good, i.e. for the whole 2 and half
week, with more than one specialty: Mitch (,RN, ICU, New Orleans), below left, blue top, took
charge of Preop and RR area he got there, Paul, EMT and IT specialist, below right, worked on
both capacities, in Preop and Post-op, while fixing our internet challenges: A double blessing

8- When AHDH volunteer takes initiative for her home village’s patients: Jeanette (RN, N.Y), above
left, is originally from a nearby county and the village of Gandou. No hospital, no healthcare
system. This is her 2nd trip with AHDH. But this trip she had it all planned with her village pastor:
They had tons of patients ready for surgery. Great Solidarity Gandou/La Vallee!

Left: Jeanette with her village pastor, Rev.Belange; Right:with LaVallee’s Rev. Domond: Full solidarity

9- What happens when you are a premed student and some uncertainty still lingering, or you are a
med students, an RN and wants to expands your vision of medicine? You join AHDH’s mission!
Every winter and summer we are blessed with premed and med students (LSU, Louisiana). This mission was
even more so (16 students)

No better place for them to affirm their calling for medicine, in its holistic grasp/purpose,see inspiring
role models, most eager to teach, aware that the next generation is knocking at the door.

Tireless teachers: Arshi (Anesthesio) with Rick, future CRNA(Baton Rouge) and Louis, left, (surgeon, Jacmel)

Above with Victor (surgeon,Jacmel) and, above right,with Paul-Edouard (Ped, Hop.Albert Schweitzer, Artibonite)

Suzan (Ob, New Orleans); Above right: joined by Elsie(Rehab.Baton Rouge)sharing knowledge with the next generation

Any researcher among them? You bet: Danielle, below left, with Andre; and Tiffany, below right,
collecting info and data for research on High Blood pressure. We have a high prevalence in the area.

Mike: Teaching for almost 10 years in La Vallee. When he is not busy in Baton Rouge, as Director of
Ultrasound Dept, he blesses us teaching the next generation (blue top below) or helping us decipher

….
the nature of a that huge abdominal mass or the undescended testis of a baby.When we are blessed
with the Outpatient Clinics, we would like to dedicate him his own space for his ultrasound division.
10- Is medicine for me? Isabel and Mom: Isabel is not sure, Mom made the trip to help her

Isabel, left, accompanied by mom, Tatiana, 2nd from right, came to find out if medicine is an option:
Suzan, above right, telling her all she needs to know: She made up her mind: Resounding Oui!
11- Have you decided? On their 3rd mission, twins Nathan, below left, and Suzan, below right, still
undecided, but like Mom, Nicole (N.Y.,RN), below center, enjoy being there doing their part.

John, below, center, blue top, is on his first trip, but he wanted to give it his best shot. He stayed the
whole two and half week. He was so involved (see also story # 5, above). He should get credit for the
first semester of med school, but he has not declared his plan yet.
WW

Another “uninterested”: William, below, blue top, son of radiologist, Dr. Darr, came without any
penchant for medicine. But, seeing him so involved makes us wonder. He sure was exposed to the
most humanistic dimension of medicine:

12- Looks a little chaotic to you?(below left) 2 cases altogether! The Boss, Sandra, below right, has it
all under control, and so for the last 20 plus years: Unbeatable dedication!

13-Ange + Vanite = Relaxation time: Thanks to them we have a now traditional treat for our
volunteers. Vanite ( below left), and Ange (below right,dark blue shirt),former expatriates are back home,
totally dedicated to the success of our mission while deeply involved in community development.

Enjoying the open market or simply the environment:

Much estimable and esteemed Members, Volunteers, Friends of AHDH and Haiti, it leaves no doubt that
each trip is such an open, obvious manifestation of HIS will, but, please, remember that we are just so
priviledged to be involved in His work (Albert Schweitzer)
Please, join AHDH or any group extending truly their solidarity. Use your “talents”. Don’t stay on the
sideline, be counted! (Mat 25:14)

Next Mission: Our beloved Coordinatrice, Dr. Nicole V-Michael, is already at work for AHDH’s Fall
2012 Medical/Educational Mission, our 55th, from November 16 thru December 2. Quite a few tickets
are already bought. Soon you make up your mind, please send her a note ASAP:
michaelnvm@yahoo.com
Mille mercis encore for all the great work and support. Let us remain in solidarity with our less fortunate
brethren to make a concrete difference in their lives, while passing on a meaningful legacy to the next
generation.
It was a blessed privilege to be in HIS field with all 62 of you.
Cordially,
Charles
(Charles René, M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
Clinical Associate Professor, Tulane University, OB-Gyn. Dept.
Co-Founder, Treasurer,
Director of Projects in Haiti)

www.haitiahdh.org

